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Dear Pupils, Parents and Colleagues,

EEB4

The school year ended with two
important events. 

On 30 June, 250 p5 pupils
celebrated the end of their primary
school education surrounded by
their parents and teachers. It was
a great moment of pride and
emotion for all these young pupils
who will be welcomed into the
secondary cycle in September. 

On 1 July, we had the honour of
presenting the European
Baccalaureate diploma to 197
graduates, gathered in the
Auditorium 2000 of Brussels Expo,
under the tender gaze of their
families. The ceremony was
enhanced by the presence of the
Deputy Secretary-General of the
European Schools, enlivened by
the school orchestra and enriched
by the speeches of the various
stakeholders. In a few weeks' time,
our graduates will be leaving to
study in the four corners of the
world. We wish them success and
fulfilment in their academic
careers.

The third term has been busy with
test and exam preparation.
However, as you will discover
when reading this newsletter,
major projects were carried out at
EEB4 (12 Habits for Success,
Europe Day, Art and Respect
weeks). Our pupils have also
defended our colours, notably
during the Science Olympiads and
in Munich for the "Model European
Council".
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for more than five years as Deputy
Director of the Secondary Cycle and,
in recent months, as acting Director
of the school in place of Mr Bordoy.
EEB4 will always have a special place
in my heart. I wish it to remain
dynamic and adaptable to the
changes in our society.

Isabelle Verwilghen & the Management Team

It is now time for a well-deserved
holiday for our entire school
community. We hope that it will give
you the opportunity to spend quality
time with your family and loved ones,
and to recharge your batteries before
the start of the next school year on 5
September 2022.

As for me, I would like to thank you
for the trust you have placed in me
text
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Welcome to...

EEB4EEB4

At the beginning of the school year, the management team will welcome...  

Mr Markko Mattus who has been
appointed Director of our school. Mr.
Mattus will officially take up his new
position at the start of the school
year on 1 September 2022.

Ms Sandra Maset Calpe who has been appointed Deputy Director of the
Secondary Cycle of our school. Ms. Maset Calpe has been acting in this
capacity since January 2022.

Mr Mattus is already familiar with
EEB4 as he was Deputy Director of
the Nursery and Primary Cycles from
September 2016 to January 2020.

Ms. Isabelle Verwilghen, who has been acting Director of our school since
January, will leave EEB4 at the end of August. Ms. Verwilghen remains in the
European School system as she has been appointed Deputy Director of the
Secondary Cycle at the European School of Brussels II (Woluwe).

Ms Daniela Mutes will continue as acting Assistant Deputy Director of the
Secondary during the school year 2022-2023.
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Art Week

EEB4

Art Week welcomed many parents and staff
members to see the colourful and creative
work of the primary pupils.

Visitors were treated to a dazzling
demonstration of what happens when art
and mathematics collide. Our congratulations
to all the pupils and our teachers for making
this event a success. We also thank the
colleagues who coordinated the event and
supervised the installation of the works, in
cooperation with the technical and logistic
team.
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https://presidence-francaise.consilium.europa.eu/fr/actualites/danse-l-europe-des-corps-dans-la-meme-vibration-partout-en-europe/
https://audioblog.arteradio.com/blog/173397/podcast/185342/interview-de-m-jeholet-ministre-president-du-gouvernement-de-la-federation-wallonie-bruxelles


EEB4

Respect
week

EEB4

Esteam

The first day was organised at the
offices of Deloitte in Zaventem and
the second day at school. The
experience was very enriching for
our pupils and we received very
positive feedback. Congratulations
to the teachers who started this
initiative.

As part of the ESTEAM project, p3,
p4 and p5 pupils participated in a
two-day workshop: Digital and
entrepreneurial skills for girls and
women.

In May, the secondary school
organised a Week for Respect,
inspired by a project made by p5
pupils.  

Among the activities organised,
pupils could attend a conference
and discuss with Mr Niccolò Rinaldi,
a politician - former Member of the
European Parliament -, writer, and
human rights defender. The theme
of the conference was the fight
against racial stereotypes. Based on
his personal experience, he spoke
about the need to deconstruct
these stereotypes by embracing
diversity and inclusion. A productive
exchange for our young European
citizens...
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Fifteen pupils from s6 and s7 represented EEB4 at the MEC 2022 organised by
the European School of Munich.

Five of our pupils skilfully played the role of delegates from Slovakia to defend
the country's positions on the important issues discussed in the five different
councils that made up this simulated European Council. Ten pupils participated
as journalists and published three editions of their newspaper "Le Préjugé". 

Model European Council

EEB4

This year again, our school participated in the Science Olympiads. Ten pupils
represented EEB4 in various competitions.

EEB4

Congratulations to Valerio Cipriani
who came first in Chemistry and will
therefore be part of the Belgian
delegation to the International
Chemistry Olympiad. This edition,
organised in China, will take place
online.

We also congratulate Hypollite Saliez
Dabertrand who came fourth in
Chemistry and eighth in Physics for
the 5th year of secondary (Belgian
education system).

olympiads
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Ms Ingrid Toudji-Vignon and Mr Olivier
Edelin coordinated the first inter
school eloquence competition.

Three schools participated and
organised an internal selection phase.
The first semi-final took place at EEB2
while the second took place at EEB3.
Six candidates were selected for the
final which took place at EEB4 on 22
June.

Eloquence competition

EEB4

1st place: M. S. (EEB4) 
2nd place: Ms Iseult Saliez-
Dabertrand (EEB4)
3rd place, ex aequo: Ms Julia
Wilkinson (EEB3) and Mr Yassine
Ziane (EEB4)

The candidates had 4 hours to prepare
their intervention before presenting it in
front of the audience and a jury,
composed of Mr Deswaef (lawyer and
Vice-President of the International
Federation for Human Rights), Ms Biard-
Hamon (cultural attaché at the French
Embassy), Mr Joey Elmaleh (actor and
director) and Ms Verwilghen (President
of the jury).

Here is the list of winners : 

A second edition of the competition
should take place next year. 

Listen to the interventions of the pupils
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https://audioblog.arteradio.com/blog/183839/concours-d-eloquence-des-ecoles-europeennes
https://audioblog.arteradio.com/blog/183839/concours-d-eloquence-des-ecoles-europeennes
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https://eeb4.be/blog/2022/06/24/12habits/
https://12habits.eu/intellectual-outputs/
https://12habits.eu/intellectual-outputs/


Coming soon
2022-2023
10th anniversary of EEB4 (Laeken)

5 September
Beginning of the school year

7-9 October
MunUccle
Secondary 

19 November
Higher Education Fair
Secondary
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